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Contemporary Engineering Economics, Global
Edition Chan S. Park 2015-11-19 "For courses in
engineering and economics" Comprehensively
blends engineering concepts with economic theory "
Contemporary Engineering Economics " teaches
engineers how to make smart financial decisions in

an effort to create economical products. As design
and manufacturing become an integral part of
engineers work, they are required to make more
and more decisions regarding money. The Sixth
Edition helps students think like the 21st century
engineer who is able to incorporate elements of
science, engineering, design, and economics into
his or her products. This text comprehensively
integrates economic theory with principles of
engineering, helping students build sound skills in
financial project analysis. Also Available with
MyEngineeringLab This title is also available with
MyEngineeringLab an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program designed to work with this
text to engage students and improve results. Within
its structured environment, students practice what
they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a
personalized study plan that helps them better
absorb course material and understand difficult
concepts. Students interested in purchasing this title
with MyEngineeringLab should ask their instructor
for the correct package ISBN and Course ID.
Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for
more information. "
Project Impact - Disseminating Innovation in
Undergraduate Education Ann McNeal 1998-02
Contains abstracts of innovative projects designed

to improve undergraduate education in science,
mathematics, engineering, and technology.
Descriptions are organized by discipline and include
projects in: astronomy, biology, chemistry, computer
science, engineering, geological sciences,
mathematics, physics, and social sciences, as well
as a selection of interdisciplinary projects. Each
abstract includes a description of the project,
published and other instructional materials,
additional products of the project, and information
on the principal investigator and participating
institutions.
Instructor's Manual with CD [to Accompany]
Contemporary Engineering Economics Chan S.
Park 2002
Teaching the World N. Merrill Distad 1996 This
book catalogues an exhibition of textbooks by
authors from the University of Alberta. Each finished
textbook contains its own story of challenges and
victories. And each has its own power as a record of
knowledge, a teaching tool, and an object of
permanence and beauty.
Contemporary Engineering Economics Chan S.
Park 2011 Contemporary Engineering Economics,
5/e, is intended for undergraduate engineering
students taking introductory engineering economics
while appealing to the full range of engineering

disciplines for which this course is often required:
industrial, civil, mechanical, electrical, computer,
aerospace, chemical, and manufacturing
engineering, as well as engineering technology.
This edition has been thoroughly revised and
updated while continuing to adopt a contemporary
approach to the subject, and teaching, of
engineering economics. This text aims not only to
build a sound and comprehensive coverage of
engineering economics, but also to address key
educational challenges, such as student difficulty in
developing the analytical skills required to make
informed financial decisions.
Manufacturing Engineering Handbook, Second
Edition Hwaiyu Geng 2015-10-22 The new edition
of this professional resource reveals how to
optimize all aspects of the global manufacturing
process to build the highest quality goods at the
lowest price in the shortest possible time. How can
one apply technical and business knowledge to
develop a strategic plan that delivers increased
productivity, quality, sustainability, reliability, agility,
resilience, and best practices with rapid time to
production and value? The answers are found in the
fully updated new edition of Manufacturing
Engineering Handbook. The goal of this second
edition is to provide the essential knowledge

needed to build products with the highest quality at
the lowest cost in the least amount of time by
optimizing all aspects of the manufacturing
process—design, development, tools, processes,
quality, speed, output, safety, and sustainability.
You will gain access to information on conventional
and modern technologies, manufacturing
processes, and operations management that will
assist you in achieving these goals. The book is
written by a team of more than 100 internationally
renowned manufacturing engineering experts, and
pared down from its original 1200 pages. The new
and vastly improved second edition is specifically
designed to concisely and succinctly cover
traditional manufacturing processes and advanced
technologies as well as newer manufacturing
software and systems to integrate them into the
modern, global manufacturing world. Brand-new
chapters on: eco-design and sustainability; nano
materials and nano manufacturing; facilities
planning; operations research New sections on
plastics, composites, and moldmaking; global
manufacturing and supply chain management
Increased coverage of Design for Six Sigma and
adaptive manufacturing Affiliated web site with color
illustrations, graphs, charts, discussions on future
trends, additional technical papers, and suggestions

for further reading
The CRC Handbook of Mechanical Engineering,
Second Edition 1998-03-24 During the past 20
years, the field of mechanical engineering has
undergone enormous changes. These changes
have been driven by many factors, including: the
development of computer technology worldwide
competition in industry improvements in the flow of
information satellite communication real time
monitoring increased energy efficiency robotics
automatic control increased sensitivity to
environmental impacts of human activities advances
in design and manufacturing methods These
developments have put more stress on mechanical
engineering education, making it increasingly
difficult to cover all the topics that a professional
engineer will need in his or her career. As a result of
these developments, there has been a growing
need for a handbook that can serve the professional
community by providing relevant background and
current information in the field of mechanical
engineering. The CRC Handbook of Mechanical
Engineering serves the needs of the professional
engineer as a resource of information into the next
century.
Fundamentals of Engineering Economics Chan S
Park 2013-03-20 For Engineering Economics

courses, found in departments of Industrial, Civil,
Mechanical, and Electrical Engineering. From the
author of the best-selling Contemporary
Engineering Economics text, Fundamentals of
Engineering Economics offers a concise, but indepth coverage of all fundamental topics of
Engineering Economics.
THE ENGINEERING ECONOMIST 1996
The Engineering Handbook Richard C. Dorf 201810-03 First published in 1995, The Engineering
Handbook quickly became the definitive engineering
reference. Although it remains a bestseller, the
many advances realized in traditional engineering
fields along with the emergence and rapid growth of
fields such as biomedical engineering, computer
engineering, and nanotechnology mean that the
time has come to bring this standard-setting
reference up to date. New in the Second Edition 19
completely new chapters addressing important
topics in bioinstrumentation, control systems,
nanotechnology, image and signal processing,
electronics, environmental systems, structural
systems 131 chapters fully revised and updated
Expanded lists of engineering associations and
societies The Engineering Handbook, Second
Edition is designed to enlighten experts in areas
outside their own specialties, to refresh the

knowledge of mature practitioners, and to educate
engineering novices. Whether you work in industry,
government, or academia, this is simply the best,
most useful engineering reference you can have in
your personal, office, or institutional library.
Strategic Cost Fundamentals Robert Creese 202206-01 This book is designed to introduce designers,
engineers, technologists, estimators, project
managers, and financial analysts as well as
students in engineering and business to strategic
cost tools for project cost evaluations. The three
main sections are as follows. (1) Cost
Relationships, Financial Statements, and
Performance Measures—This section describes the
relationships between cash flows and profits; the
relationships between financial statements and the
Purcell Diagram; and the issues of cost estimating,
time-based breakeven analysis and time-based
earned schedule. (2) Tools for Economic
Evaluations—This section considers the basic
mathematical relations used behind the economic
equations and factors; discrete and continuous
interest; depreciation terms and methods; and the
Present Value of Principal Approach for evaluating
loans. (3) Methods for Project Evaluation and Risk
Analysis—This section considers payback periods,
present worth analysis, return on investment,

internal rate of return, benefit/cost ratios and
positive-negative project balances; risk techniques
of sensitivity analysis, optimistic-pessimistic
analysis, discrete probability examples, and
continuous probability models using the normal and
triangular distributions.
Contemporary Engineering Economics Chan S.
Park 2000-08 This text is intended for
undergraduate engineering students taking the
introductory engineering economics course at
Canadian universities. The second Canadian edition
ofContemporary Engineering Economicshas been
thoroughly revised and updated while continuing to
adopt a contemporary approach to the subject, and
teaching, of engineering economics which made the
first edition so successful. This text aims not only to
build a sound and comprehensive coverage of the
concepts of engineering economics but also to
address key educational challenges, such as
student difficulty in developing the analytical skills
required to make informed financial decisions. This
timely revision brings the realities of economics and
engineering design into twenty-first century
classrooms and helps students integrate these
issues as they contemplate product development
problems. The computer is introduced as a
productivity tool for modeling and analyzing

engineering decision problems once the students
have mastered the fundamental concepts.
Additionally, end-of-chapter sections feature
analysis software for the IBM® PC.
Theory and Practice in Policy Analysis M. Granger
Morgan 2017-10-12 Many books instruct readers on
how to use the tools of policy analysis. This book is
different. Its primary focus is on helping readers to
look critically at the strengths, limitations, and the
underlying assumptions analysts make when they
use standard tools or problem framings. Using
examples, many of which involve issues in science
and technology, the book exposes readers to some
of the critical issues of taste, professional
responsibility, ethics, and values that are associated
with policy analysis and research. Topics covered
include policy problems formulated in terms of utility
maximization such as benefit-cost, decision, and
multi-attribute analysis, issues in the valuation of
intangibles, uncertainty in policy analysis, selected
topics in risk analysis and communication,
limitations and alternatives to the paradigm of utility
maximization, issues in behavioral decision theory,
issues related to organizations and multiple agents,
and selected topics in policy advice and policy
analysis for government.
Contemporary Engineering Economics Chan S.

Park 2013-08-12 Contemporary Engineering
Economics is intended for undergraduate
engineering students taking introductory
engineering economics while appealing to the full
range of engineering disciplines for which this
course is often required: industrial, civil, mechanical,
electrical, computer, aerospace, chemical, and
manufacturing engineering, as well as engineering
technology. This edition has been thoroughly
revised and updated while continuing to adopt a
contemporary approach to the subject, and
teaching, of engineering economics. This text aims
not only to build a sound and comprehensive
coverage of engineering economics, but also to
address key educational challenges, such as
student difficulty in developing the analytical skills
required to make informed financial decisions.
Contemporary Engineering Economics Plus
Myengineeringlab with Etext -- Access Card
Package Chan S. Park 2015-07-01 NOTE: Before
purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you
select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for
each title, and registrations are not transferable. To
register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products, you may also need a Course ID, which
your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals,

and purchases made outside of Pearson If
purchasing or renting from companies other than
Pearson, the access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included, may be
incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check
with the seller before completing your purchase. For
courses in engineering and economics This
package includes MyEngineeringLab (tm).
Comprehensively blends engineering concepts with
economic theory Contemporary Engineering
Economics teaches engineers how to make smart
financial decisions in an effort to create economical
products. As design and manufacturing become an
integral part of engineers' work, they are required to
make more and more decisions regarding money.
The Sixth Edition helps students think like the 21st
century engineer who is able to incorporate
elements of science, engineering, design, and
economics into his or her products. This text
comprehensively integrates economic theory with
principles of engineering, helping students build
sound skills in financial project analysis. Personalize
Learning with MyEngineerLab MyEngineeringLab is
an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
program designed to work with this text to engage
students and improve results. Within its structured
environment, students practice what they learn, test

their understanding, and pursue a personalized
study plan that helps them better absorb course
material and understand difficult concepts.
0134162692/ 9780134162690 Contemporary
Engineering Economics Plus MyEngineeringLab
with eText -- Access Card Package, 6/e This
package consists of: 0134105591 / 9780134105598
Contemporary Engineering Economics, 6/e
0134073495 / 9780134073491 MyEngineeringLab
with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for
Contemporary Engineering Economic, 6/e
Official Gazette Philippines 2009
Contemporary Engineering Economics 3Rd Ed.
Park
The CRC Handbook of Mechanical Engineering,
Second Edition D. Yogi Goswami 2004-09-29 Since
the first edition of this comprehensive handbook
was published ten years ago, many changes have
taken place in engineering and related technologies.
Now, this best-selling reference has been updated
for the 21st century, providing complete coverage of
classic engineering issues as well as
groundbreaking new subject areas. The second
edition of The CRC Handbook of Mechanical
Engineering covers every important aspect of the
subject in a single volume. It continues the mission
of the first edition in providing the practicing

engineer in industry, government, and academia
with relevant background and up-to-date information
on the most important topics of modern mechanical
engineering. Coverage of traditional topics has been
updated, including sections on thermodynamics,
solid and fluid mechanics, heat and mass transfer,
materials, controls, energy conversion,
manufacturing and design, robotics, environmental
engineering, economics and project management,
patent law, and transportation. Updates to these
sections include new references and information on
computer technology related to the topics. This
edition also includes coverage of new topics such
as nanotechnology, MEMS, electronic packaging,
global climate change, electric and hybrid vehicles,
and bioengineering.
De infiltrant Robert Mazur 2015-08-21 Robert Mazur
leidde jarenlang een dubbelleven: ambtenaar voor
zijn vrienden, Bob Musella’ voor de onderwereld. In
opdracht van de Amerikaanse overheid zette hij zijn
leven op het spel om de hoofdrol in een van de
grootste undercoveroperaties aller tijden te spelen.
Met de meest beruchte Colombiaanse
drugscriminelen feestte Mazur in hotelsuites van
duizenden euro’s per nacht. Maar zij wisten niet dat
onder Mazurs Armani-pak de recorders zoemden
waarmee hij het bewijs voor hun misdaden

verzamelde. Zo ontmaskerde hij zeven
gerespecteerde private banken als financieel
beheerders van corrupte wereldleiders. Meer dan
tachtig mannen en vrouwen uit de Colombiaanse
maffia en corrupte bankierswereld werden opgepakt
en veroordeeld. De infiltrant is het bloedstollende
verhaal vol gewaagde leugens en gevaarlijke
ontsnappingen. Meeslepend en waargebeurd.
Measuring the Benefits of Implementing Asset
Management Systems and Tools Sue McNeil 2008
Although transportation agencies in the U.S. have
been developing Asset Management Systems
(AMS) for specific types of infrastructure assets,
there are several barriers to the implementation of
AMS. This paper documents the development of a
generic methodology for quantifying the benefits
derived from implementation of AMS and justifying
investment in AMS implementation. The generic
methodology involves three analysis methods:
descriptive analysis, regression analysis, and
benefit-cost analysis. This paper demonstrates how
the methodology can be applied to evaluate the
implementation of a pavement management system
in terms of efficacy, effectiveness, and efficiency
(3Es).
Instructor's Manual for Contemporary Engineering
Economics

Chan S. Park 1997
Materiaalkunde Kenneth G. Budinski 2009 In
Materiaalkunde komen alle belangrijke materialen
die toegepast worden in werktuigbouwkundige
constructies aan de orde, zoals metalen,
kunststoffen en keramiek. Per materiaalgroep
behandelen de auteurs: · de belangrijkste
eigenschappen; · de manier van verwerking; · de
beperkingen; · de belangrijkste keuzeaspecten met
betrekking tot constructies; · de manier van
specificatie in een technische tekening of een
ontwerp. De eerste editie van Materiaalkunde
verscheen alweer dertig jaar geleden. In de
tussentijd is het voortdurend aangepast aan de
nieuwste ontwikkelingen en het mag dan ook met
recht een klassieker genoemd worden.
Advanced Engineering Economics Chan S. Park
2021-06-02 Advanced Engineering Economics,
Second Edition, provides an integrated framework
for understanding and applying project evaluation
and selection concepts that are critical to making
informed individual, corporate, and public
investment decisions. Grounded in the foundational
principles of economic analysis, this well-regarded
reference describes a comprehensive range of
central topics, from basic concepts such as
accounting income and cash flow, to more

advanced techniques including deterministic capital
budgeting, risk simulation, and decision tree
analysis. Fully updated throughout, the second
edition retains the structure of its previous iteration,
covering basic economic concepts and techniques,
deterministic and stochastic analysis, and special
topics in engineering economics analysis. New and
expanded chapters examine the use of transform
techniques in cash flow modeling, procedures for
replacement analysis, the evaluation of public
investments, corporate taxation, utility theory, and
more. Now available as interactive eBook, this
classic volume is essential reading for both students
and practitioners in fields including engineering,
business and economics, operations research, and
systems analysis.
Engineering Economic Analysis Donald G. Newnan
2000 Highly regarded by professors and students
alike, Engineering Economic Analysis, Eighth
Edition, introduces the fundamental concepts of
engineering economics. Written for standard
engineering economics courses, this bestselling
volume by Donald G. Newnan, Jerome P. Lavelle,
and Ted G. Eschenbach covers essential time value
of money principles for engineering projects and
isolates the problems and decisions engineers
commonly face. It also examines the tools

necessary to properly analyze and solve those
problems. Revised in 2000, the eighth edition
focuses on the use of spreadsheets, teaching
students to use the enormous capabilities of
modern software, rather than relying on
spreadsheet templates. The majority of the chapters
conclude with sections designed to help students
create spreadsheets based on the material covered
in each chapter. The book's organization gives
professors the flexibility to omit spreadsheet
instruction without loss of continuity
(accommodating shorter courses) or to require that
all computations be done with spreadsheets, thus
preparing students to use this essential tool for reallife problems.
Fundamentals of Economics for Applied Engineering
S. Kant Vajpayee 2019-08-02 An easy-to-follow
contemporary engineering economics text that
helps making sound economic decisions without
advanced mathematics. This one-semester
introduction to the fundamentals of engineering
economics provides an overview of the basic theory
and mathematics underlying operational business
decisions that engineering technology, engineering,
and industrial technology students will face in the
workplace. A basic knowledge of economics
empowers a manager to balance costs with

production. This new edition of Fundamentals of
Economics for Engineering Technologists and
Engineers is written in plain language. Concepts
have been simplified and kept straightforward with
an emphasis on "how to apply" economic principles.
Practical examples as a tool for managing business
data and giving detailed analysis of business
operations. throughout the text make good use of
Microsoft Excel templates, provided on the book’s
companion website, for students. Chapter-end
exercises provide discussion and multiple-choice
questions along with numerical problems, and a
solutions manual and instructor resources is given
for adopting instructors.
The Software Encyclopedia 1986
Advanced Engineering Economics Chan S. Park
1990-02-23 BASIC CONCEPTS AND
TECHNIQUES IN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS.
Accounting Income and Cash Flow. Interest and
Equivalence. Transform Techniques in Cash Flow
Modeling. Depreciation and Corporate Taxation.
Selecting a Minimum Attractive Rate of Return.
DETERMINISTIC ANALYSIS. Measures of
Investment Worth--Single Project. Decision Rules
for Selecting Among Multiple Alternatives.
Deterministic Capital Budgeting Models.
STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS. Utility Theory. Measures

of Investment Worth Under Risk--Single Project.
Methods for Comparing Risky Projects. Risk
Simulation. Decision Tree Analysis. SPECIAL
TOPICS IN ENGINEERING ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS. Evaluation of Public Investments.
Economic Analysis in Public Utilities. Procedures for
Replacement Analysis. Appendices. Index.
Water Resource Economics, second edition Ronald
C. Griffin 2016-03-11 Updated edition of a
comprehensive introduction to the economics of
water management, with self-contained treatment of
all necessary economic concepts. Economics brings
powerful insights to water management, but most
water professionals receive limited training in it. The
second edition of this text offers a comprehensive
development of water resource economics that is
accessible to engineers and natural scientists as
well as to economists. The goal is to build a
practical platform for understanding and performing
economic analysis using both theoretical and
empirical tools. Familiarity with microeconomics or
natural resource economics is helpful, but all the
economics needed is presented and developed
progressively in the text. The book focuses on the
scarcity of water quantity (rather than on water
quality). The author presents the economic theory of
resource allocation, recognizing the peculiarities

imposed by water, and then goes on to treat a
range of subjects including conservation,
groundwater depletion, water law, policy analysis,
cost–benefit analysis, water marketing, privatization,
and demand and supply estimation. Added features
of this updated edition include a new chapter on
water scarcity risk (with climate change and
necessary risk tools introduced progressively) and
new risk-attentive material elsewhere in the text;
sharper treatment of block rates and pricing
doctrine; expanded attention to contemporary
literature and issues; and new appendixes on
input–output analysis, water footprinting and virtual
water, and cost allocation. Each chapter ends with a
summary and exercises.
Contemporary Engineering Economics Chan S.
Park 1997
Introduction to Engineering Economy Gerald A.
Fleischer 1994
Books in Print Supplement 1994
Manufacturing Engineering Handbook Hwaiyu Geng
2004-07-13 Let our teams of experts help you to
stay competitive in a global marketplace. It is every
company's goal to build the highest quality goods at
the lowest price in the shortest time possible. With
the Manufacturing Engineering Handbook you'll
have access to information on conventional and

modern manufacturing processes and operations
management that you didn't have before. For
example, if you are a manufacturing engineer
responding to a request for proposal (RFP), you will
find everything you need for estimating
manufacturing cost, labor cost and overall
production cost by turning to chapter 2, section 2.5,
the manufacturing estimating section. The
handbook will even outline the various
manufacturing processes for you. If you are a plant
engineer working in an automotive factory and find
yourself in the hot working portion of the plant, you
should look up section 6 on hot work and forging
processing. You will find it very useful for learning
the machines and processes to get the job done.
Likewise, if you are a Design Engineer and need
information regarding hydraulics, generators &
transformers, turn to chapter 3, section 3.2.3, and
you’ll find generators & transformers. Covering
topics from engineering mathematics to warehouse
management systems, Manufacturing Engineering
Handbook is the most comprehensive single-source
guide to Manufacturing Engineering ever published.
Contemporary Engineering Economics Text with 3
1/2" Disk and Case Chan S Park 1998-03-21
Outlines and Highlights for Contemporary
Engineering Economics by Chan S Park, Isbn

Cram101 Textbook Reviews 2010-12 Never
HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the
testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events from the textbook are included. Cram101
Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the
outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your
textbook with optional online comprehensive
practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanys: 9780136118480 .
Spend Analysis and Specification Development
Using Failure Interpretation Michael D. Holloway
2016-04-19 Considering that the biggest machines
that do the most work are made up of smaller
machines and components, it becomes obvious that
when a large machine breaks, it is normally due to
small components acting antagonistically. Detailing
a time-tested method for increasing productivity and
lowering operational costs, Spend Analysis and
Specification Development Using Failure
Interpretation explains how to establish
performance-based procurement specifications for
the components, devices, and items that contribute
the most to operational downtime and
repair/replacement costs. The book emphasizes the
critical need to perform both spend and failure
analysis in order to develop a procurement
document, which will ultimately reduce overall costs.

Accompanied by a CD with helpful material such as,
specification checklists, case study worksheets,
form letters, and return on investment (ROI)
worksheets that you can customize to your needs,
the text discusses how to: Identify the products that
will cost the most if they fail Develop performancebased procurement specifications to reduce direct
and indirect costs Examine cost analysis as it
relates to operations, maintenance, and production
Determine effective criteria based on properties,
test results, and standards for each operation
Written by an industry expert with decades of
experience giving seminars, training customers and
associates, and authoring numerous papers and
articles, the text provides the real-world
understanding of the influential components and
materials’ physical properties needed to engage in
effective failure and spend analysis. It addresses
product submission and monitoring and includes
helpful tools so you can immediately get started on
conducting your own cost-saving analysis.
THE ENGINEERING ECONOMIST A JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO THE PROBLEMS OF CAPITAL
INVESTMENT FALL 1995 VOLUME 41 NO 1 1995
Fundamentals of Engineering Economics, Global
Edition Chan S Park 2019-04-04 For introductory
engineering economics courses. Chan Park, author

of the best-selling Contemporary Engineering
Economics, tells the story of engineering economy
with the more concise Fundamentals of Engineering
Economics by relating concepts from class to
students’ everyday lives. This book provides sound
and comprehensive coverage of course concepts
while addressing both the theoretical and the
practical concerns of engineering economics.
Written to appeal to a wide range of engineering
disciplines, the text helps students build skills in
making informed financial decisions and
incorporates all critical decision-making tools,
including the most contemporary, computer-oriented
ones. The full text downloaded to your computer
With eBooks you can: search for key concepts,
words and phrases make highlights and notes as
you study share your notes with friends eBooks are
downloaded to your computer and accessible either
offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free
download), available online and also via the iPad
and Android apps. Upon purchase, you'll gain
instant access to this eBook. Time limit The eBooks
products do not have an expiry date. You will
continue to access your digital ebook products
whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
Fundamentals of Engineering Economics Chan S.
Park 2004 For Engineering Economics courses,

found in departments of Industrial, Civil,
Mechanical, and Electrical Engineering. New from
the author of the best-selling Contemporary
Engineering Economics text, Fundamentals of
Engineering Economics offers a concise, but indepth coverage of all fundamental topics of
Engineering Economics.
De huisgenoten Sarah Waters 2014-10-21 Water
klotste, hielen wreven over de bodem van het bad
toen mevrouw Barber erin stapte, gevolgd door
heftiger geplons op het moment waarop ze zich liet
zakken. Daarna heerste er stilte, die zo nu en dan
werd onderbroken door het galmende plik! van een
druppel uit de kraan. Het beeld dat Frances zich zoeven aan tafel van haar huurders had gevormd –
grote wankelende shillingstukken – was louter door
geldzucht ingegeven. Maar zo was het dus om
huurders te hebben, bedacht ze terwijl ze
achterwaarts met haar dweil over de tegels schoof:
een merkwaardige, niet-intieme nabijheid, een van
alle luister ontdaan ogenblik met niet meer dan een
stuk keuken en een dunne bijkeukendeur die haar
van de naakte mevrouw Barber scheidden. Ineens
zag ze het voor zich: rondingen, rood van de
warmte. Het is 1922, en de situatie in Londen is
gespannen. Veteranen die op de slagvelden in
Europa hebben gediend zijn gedesillusioneerd, de

vele werklozen eisen maatschappelijke verandering.
In Zuid-Londen, in een villa op stand in Camberwell
– een groot, stil huis, beroofd van broers, van een
echtgenoot, zelfs van bedienden – zien mevrouw
Wray en haar alleenstaande dochter Frances zich
genoodzaakt huurders in huis te nemen. De komst
van Lilian en Leonard Barber, een jong echtpaar uit
een ander milieu, zij het met een nette betrekking,
zet de gang van zaken in de villa volledig op zijn
kop.
Engineering Economic Analysis: text Donald G.
Newnan 1995
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